Information

Vitaly Gorokhov Memorial International Conference “Philosophy and Sociology of Technology in XXI Century” will take place in Moscow, **24-26 of May, 2017**. The conference is timed to seventieth of Vitaly Gorokhov (25.05.1947-10.09.2017), an outstanding scholar in philosophy of technology.

The Conference is sponsored by Institute of Philosophy, Russian Academy of Sciences, Faculty of Philosophy, Lomonosov Moscow State University, Faculty of Political Science, Lomonosov Moscow State University.

At the conference, a wide range of problems concerning growing role of technology in life of individuals and societies, transformations in technological knowledge and engineering professions, social assessment of technology will be discussed.

Within the framework of the conference the following **workshops** would be held.

“New technological prospects – new horizons for philosophy”
“Scientific and technological knowledge: ontology, methodology, sociology”
“Actual problems of engineering education”
«Social assessment of technology”
“Information technologies and knowledge societies”
“Financial technologies and philosophy of money”
“Technology and ethics”
“History and futurology of technology”
“Intelligence and technologies”
“Converging sciences and technologies. NBICS revolution and human future”
“Educational technologies and educational policy”
“Post-socialist capitalism and progress in science and technologies”
“Social and Humanities-based technologies”
“Russian-German educational programs on philosophy of science and technologies. Experience and prospects”.

**Workshop on German language:**
“Technology and Power” («Technik und Macht»).

**Working languages** of the conference: **Russian, German, English**.

**Distance conferencing** technologies are planned for use.

Participation in the conference is **free of charge** (without arrangement fee).

The organizing committee is accepting applications for participation and report abstracts up to and including **April, 20**.

Applications and abstracts should be emailed to: philostech@mail.ru
Application form

1. Last name
2. First name
3. Degree
4. Workplace
5. Position
6. Title of the report
7. Postal address
8. E-mail
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